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gFae 3 Minority Apprai=-i=s

Factors Affectina the Evaluation and Developmen:

of Minorities in Organizations

Z.. Legal and social forces continue to stress the need to keep

jobs at all levels of complexity and status open to all members

of society qualified or potentially qualified to fill such jobs.

, Progress has been made towacd improving job opportunities for

minorities over the last 20 years, although much needs to be done

to insure that Job opportunities for minority group members are

equal to those of majority group members.

Progress with respecz to minority involvement in work

organizations can be addressed in terms of minority group

members' access to positions in oraanizations and their treatment

in those and other positions within the organization over their

career lives. The negative perspective of entry and long-term

treatment have been labeled access discrimination and treatment

discrimination by Levitin, Quinn and Staines (1971). Access

qdiscrimination refers to limitations unrelated to actual or

potential performance placed on minority group members at the

time the job is filled, such as rejection of applicants, lower

starting salaries, limited advertising of position openings, or

failure to send recruiters to locations where minority members

are more likely to be available (Terborg & Ilgen, 1975).

Treatment discrimination occurs once the minority group members

have gained access into the organization. Some examples are
slower rates of promotion, assignment to less desirable jobs,

lower and/or less frequent raises, or fewer opportunities for

trainina.

I -



Page 4 Minority Apprai-als

To date, far more attention has been paid to reducina access

;... discrimination than t.'eatnent. This is not Zurprising given the

fact that it is first necessary to have minority members hired

6 into positions in organizations before attention can be directed

P. toward their treatment once in those positions. Now that access

has been improved for minority group members more attention needs

to be directed toward treatment within the oraanizaticn so that
I.°.
p..°.

minority group members are able to obtain full access to the

workforce at all levels of responsibility.

It is our purpose here to address issues of treatment and

possible treatment discrimination that are related to the way in

which minority group members within organizations are evaluated.

He are assuming that performance evaluations are central to most

of the more important aspects of treatment in organizations

particularly in positions of higher authority and responsibility.

.~ Consider for a moment the examples we just gave of treatment

conditions--promotions and other position assignments, raises,

selection for training, firing, layoffs, as well as more subtle

issues such as acceptance into the group or identification as an

opinion leader within the work group. All of these are

* a influenced by some person or persons' evaluation of the

performance of the person to whom these factors are directed.

Thus, we shall first ask the extent to which there are

differences in performance evaluations between majority and

reasons for those differences and ways to reduce these

differences will be addressed at the general level andp specifically with respect to high-tech industries.

[;?<~~~~~~~~~~....-......,....".,..;.,.'.." ...... . ........ .. "...........,, .. .,..,, ..............



Fage 5 Minority -PzraialZ

Minority Group Differences in Ferfgrmance Evaluaticns

Kraiaer and Ford (1983) recently completed a meta-analvs4s

of the literature on the effects of ratees' race on cerformance

ratings. They surveyed the literature from 1960- to 1981 and

identified a total of 30 published articles and 44 unpublished

manuscripts or technical reports frcm which they could determine

an effect size for race. Using procedures described by Hunter,

Schmidt, and Jackson (1982), they estimated the mean effecz size

for race, effect size variance, sampling error, and population

variance in order to establish a confidence interval around the

mean effect size for race and test the hypothesis that the effect

size differed from zero.

Finding no difference between published and unnublished

studies for white raters they combined the two for a total data

set of 17,159 ratees and found an effect size of .183 which was

significant (the 95 percent confidence interval ranged from .02 <

r < .35) (Kraiger & Ford, 1983). Exploring differences in the

magnitude of race effects between several subgroups, they found,

contrary to prediction, that the differences were significantly

stronger in field studies than in the laboratory (X = .192,
field

X =.037, p < .001). Within field settings, the effect was
lab

similar for raters who had received rater training than for those

who had not (X = .207, X = .189, z = 1.32 p ) .05).
train untrained

In all cases, the mean performance ratings for the minority group

members were lower than those of the majority group. Other

comparisons within the field data, between rating scales that

were behaviorally based as contrasted to trait based and scales

that were completed for administrative purposes versus researcn

.4
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purposes only, -yielded no significant differences between the

groups compared in the size cf the effect of race on ratngs when

white raters rated emplcyees.

Although the effect size was not large, it was in the range

that is considered to be moderate (Cohen, 1969) and was larger in

ongoing organizations than in laboratory conditions. The latter

is significant because it has been hypothesized by others (e.g.,

Wendelken & Inn, 1981) that observed race differences in ratings

may appear in laboratory studies because of the lack of major

cues other than race available in that setting. In the field

where the rater is dealing with a person he or she knows quite

well, race should be less of an issue according to Wendelken and

Inn. The Kraiger and Ford (1983) data show that this is not the

case; in fact, race had a greater effect in the field than in the

laboratory. Given the field data effects and the potential

impact of performance differences on the treatment of minority

group members when their performance is rated lower, we will

address possible reasons for these race effects in performance

evaluations and then propose and evaluate ways to deal with

differences in evaluations that might exist. The underlying

assumption behind this undertaking is that it is most desirable,

for both minority and majority group members, to minimize or

eliminate differences in performance and performance evaluations

between groups.

Sources of Race Effects on Performance Evaluaticns

The reasons for the observed differences between majority

and minority group means in performance ratings can be classified

into two sets. The first of these is that the observed differences

* [-
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may be due to rater biases. Mincrity group member- may perf:rm

their iobs at the same level as maiorit- group members but these

who rate their performance may err in rating them; (i.e., raters

may under-rate minorities). For example, some laboratcr-. studies

in which the performance level of the ratee is controlled and :he

race of the ratee treated as an experimental variable have found

lower ratings for minority group members although across

studies, this difference has not been very reliable (Landy &

Farr, 1980).

The second major class of reasons for the lower ratings

includes those conditions that lead minority group members to

actually perform at a lower level on the Job than the majority

group members. We suggest that the reasons for actual lower

performance can be ordered along a continuum varying in the

severity of cause where severity is viewed in terms of the ease

of removing performance decriments. Less severe conditions are

those that, once discovered, can be changed relatively quickly by

altering the social or physical environment of the performer. At

the other extreme, the minority group members' performance has

been affected by factors that have deeply affected their

motivation or ability and, if possible to change at all, would

take considerable time and effort. Examples of the latter would

be lowered self-esteem or self-concept or the failure to obtain

skills and abilities that take 7ears of formal schoolina to

develop. Once the latter has occurred, change is, at best,

difficult, and probably unlikely.

-." .
%"



Page 8 Minorit-: raisai

For purposes of discussion, we shall generaiize from the

existina Psvco2.oaJical literature to minority group members in an

attempt to suggest some possible factors influencing minority

group members' performance evaluations in organizations. Often

there was little or no information available on race per se, but
..

data were available on other subgroups in the minority such as

women on traditionally masculine jobs or older workers. In these

cases, we have suggested generalizations from other literatures

when the dynamics of the processes observed in other groups

appeared to be similar to those of minority-majority group

issues.

Rater Biases

Exploring reasons for differences between majority and

minority group performance evaluations leads immediately to a

consideration of systematic biases in evaluator ratings. 3y

systematic biases we mean the tendency in raters to elevate or

depress the performance ratings of ratees in response to the

ratees' classification in some group and independent of their

actual performance on the job. When performance evaluations of

minority group members are reported to be lower than those of the

majority, this may be due to rater tendencies (either intentional

or unintentional) to rate minority group members lower and may be

totally unrelated to the actual performance level of these persons.

Stereotvyes. The social psychological literature on person

perception provides a basis tor understanding the possible

mechanisms of systematic biases in performance ratings due :o

subgroup membership. One of the most frequently evoked reasons
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for systematic misperceptions :f cthers is that cf sterec-7ceZ

(Hamilton, 1979). Heilman (1983) defined sterectypes as, "a set

of attributes ascribed to a group and imputed to it3 indivi 'iual

members simply because they belong to that qrzup", (r. -271)

In some cases, stereotypic beliefs may have little or no

relaticnship to the actual mean behavior level of the arouD with

which these_. beliefs are associated. The belief that athlet -

ability is associated with lower levels cf intelligence is a

stereotypic belief that has no basis in truth. Other beli-- may

be related to arou. differences but may. have little relev e for

a particular member of the group. An example of the latt tve

of stereotypic belief is one that females prefer to avoid .4hly

mathematically-oriented tasks. There is some evidence for sex

differences in mathematical preferences and skills in Post-

secondary school students, but there is considerable variance

within each group. As a result, invoking the stereotypic belief

to Judge any specific male or female can lead to very inaccurate

conclusions.

With respect to minority group members, it is clearly

documented that stereotypic beliefs do exist and do lead to

misperceptions about specific groups (Hamilton, 1979). On the

other hand, it is not clear that minority group stereotypes are a

contributing factor to the mean difference in performance ratinaz

between majority and minority group members. In order for the

latter to occur, it must be assumed chat the stereotvDic beliefs

either directly or indirectly lead to perceptions of lower levels

of performance for minority group members. In the former case

(direct), the stereotvyic belief itself would be that minority

,,'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..'.. '/.. - .. -... -... %... ...... .. '...... , ... .. ... --... - . . .-.... • ... .. ,
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7rcup members pe r-rm more y on t he cb i n : es t:I.r. . n the

latter mor- Z iuzle c-nditicn, sterectv-ic eiif _ s -must ::isz

exist about personal charac:teristics and then these

characteristics in turn must be seen as related to zerformance.

An example of the latter is the stereotypic belief that females

are less agaresssive than males coupled with the belief that

aggressiveness is necessary to be successful on many 1eb. Lower

performance ratings for females in this case would not result

directly from beliefs about performance but indirectly through

beliefs about aaressiveness and the association between

* aaaressiveness and job performance.

To our knowledge, there is little or no direct evidence in P

the published literature that minority or race related

stereotypes are the source of observed mean differences in

ierformance ratings between majority and minority group members.

Furthermore, the effects of sex and sex role sterEoctypes on work-

- related performance evaluations are not very likely to ceneralize

to race. Gender differences are associated with sex roles and

these roles are associated with jobs that have in the past been

* sex-typed. For example, clerical jobs are seen as jobs for women

and telephone line persons as jobs for men. These images are

chanaina somewhat, but old beliefs die hard. As a society, we

"* have a lona way to go before many jobs will lose their

association with primarily one sex rather than the other. On the

other hand, -obs are not race typed to nearly the extent that

they are sex typed. Furthermore, when there have been jobs that

are dominated by a particular racial aroup, it is probably less

likely that the racial grouo members who perform the -cb is doinar

;) ../.-. :.-. -i.-..- .. . *- .. * . . -- *-*.*- .- . .. .. *. .. . .-.-.. . -'.. -- , - ".-. . - -..*. *- * . . . .



F... Page 11 Mincrity Appraisals

so because they possess some unique race-related skills and

abilities that make them more fit for the job. Thus, the link

from race to race-typed jobs and Job-relevant person

characteristics is weaker for racially defined groups compared tc

gender defined ones so the effect of stereotypes on performance

ratings for minority group members is likely to be much less.

The major race-related bias that does appear in the

literature is the tendency for raters to rate more highly

individuals of their own race (Land-, & Farr, 1980). This has

been observed in a number of studies (e.g., Crooks, 1972; Hamner.

Kim, Baird, & Bigoness, 1974). In some of the research, such as

Hamner, et al. (1974) objective performance differences between

race were controlled so that it was possible to attribute the

performance differences to rater errors. The same race effect

would cancel out differences between racial groups if racial

groups were equally represented among raters. Since we know that

this is not the case, the tendency to rate same-race ratees

higher than those of other races would lead to mean differences

in ratings such as have been observed. Yet, keep in mind that

this is not a stereotypic effect per se; it does not involve

first ascribing characteristics to a group which, in turn, lead

to inferences about performance.

Attribution Effects. Recently much attention has been paid

not only to judgments about how others perform but the reasons

for the performance. In its broadest form, this is known as

attribution theory. As described by Kelly (1971), Jones (1979),
6a

Jones and Davis (1965), Jones and McGillis (1976) and others,

attributions result from a rational process whereby people act as

1q

%4 ,1
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4naive scientists" when makina inferences abcut others. Cf

interest to us here are performance attributicns--reascns

commonly given for performance.

Performance can be seen as resulting from factors that can

be classified along two dimensions. The first of these is a.

performance dimension reflecting the stability of the causal

factor. Unstable factors can change rather quickly whereas

stable ones are less subject to modification. The other

dimension deals with the extent to which the causal factors are

due to the individual actor who is performing (internal cause) or

to conditions in his or her environment (external cause).

Crossing these two dimensions creates a 2 x 2 c.assification

system where stable internal characteristics are typically

labeled ability, unstable internal factors effort, stable

external factors refer to the difficulty of the situation to the

task performer, and luck is an unstable external factor.

The importance of performance attributions is evidenced

after judgments have been made about the level of performance and

the causes of it. Heilman and Guzzo (1978) found that decisions

about personnel actions differed depending upon the rater's

beliefs about why the ratee performed as he or she did. In

particular, a pay raise was seen as an appropriate reward for

good performance as long as performance was seen as due to

internal factors--factors under the control of the employee.

Good performance due to high ability or to high effort on the

part of the employee was seen as deserving of a raise. On the

other hand, promotions were viewed as more appropriate for zhose

with good performance due to high ability than for those -ho
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worked hard. Presumably, the rater took into account the fact

that a decision to promote demanded some confidence in the

ratee's ability to continue to maintain high performance. The

stable characteristic of ability apparently created more

confidence in future performance than the unstable one of high

effort.

Attributional effects create problems for performance

appraisal to the extent that there are differences in the

attributions made about members of different subgroups--in

particular majority and minority group members. Here again we

have little direct evidence. There are, however, several

observed differences between men and women on attributions (see

Deaux, 1976; Deaux & Emswiler, 1974; Heilman, 1983). In a

classic study by Deaux and Emswiler (1974), students were asked

to infer the reasons behind performance of work performed either

by men or by women. In both cases, the level of performance was

the same; all were told that the performance was quite good and

that the person was successful in his/her work. With equal

performance levels, the authors found that good performance for

males was attributed to internal factors (skill, ability, hard

work, etc.) while successful performance for women was

attributed more to external factors such as lucky breaks or other

external causes. Since such attributional effects do not

necessarily involve sex-role stereotypes, it is possible that

attributional differences may exist for the performance of

various minority groups.

For example, it it possible that good performance for

minorities might be attributed to external factors (e.g. luck) or

° ". ", L ". ". % % .°,m'b .. b% % %-'° .' .'" . ", . "........................................................"......"....%" -" - "- "
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unstable factors (e.g. effort) rather than to ability. Good

majority performance, cn the other hand, might be more likely t.

be attributed to ability, which is both internal and stable.

Similarly, extending the findinas of Etauah and Brown (1975) and

Cash, Gillen and Burns (1977) with males and females to

minorities, we might suggest that unsuccessful performance for

minorities would be more likely to be attributed to ability while

unsuccessful majority performance would be more likely to be

attributed to bad luck. Clearly, regardless of whether the

performance is good or bad, the attributions made about minority

group members are likely to be more negative than those made

about majority individuals. Based on the findings of Heilman and

Guzzo (1978) discussed earlier, minorities would, therefore, also

be likely to receive fewer favorable performance outcomes, such

as promotions, because of the more negative attributions made

about them. It is important to remember that at this point

little research has been conducted in this area, so we are

merely speculating about the possibility of racial differences in

performance attributions. However the extension of the findings

with males and females to majorities and minorities does not seem

unreasonable. Future research should examine these hypotheses.

Although thus far we have only discussed attributions based

on a person's performance level, attributions (both by self and

others) can also result from other organizational processes, such

as selection and hiring. For example, Chacko (1983),

investigated the effects of women's perceptions of being hired

primarily because of their ability versus being hired primarily

because of equal employment opportunity (EEO) considerations.

.............
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When women believed they were hired only to meet EEO guidelines,

they perceived their own performance to be lower and took less

personal credit for what they did. It seems reasonable to assume

that these same attributions, based on beliefs about reasons

for selection, should operate in perceivers as well as actors and

that they might exist for minority group members as well as women.

Specificallv, we might suggest. that if managers perceive minority

individuals as having been hired only to meet EEO requirements,

then less favorable perceptions about those individuals and,

therefore, lower performance evaluations, may result. To the

. extent that this occurs, the conditions under which persons were

hired may act to bias ratings in performance appraisals.

Information Use. The results of one study dealing with

information use suggested that raters may vary their degree of

- . reliance upon objective criteria with respect to forming overall

evaluations of performance depending upon the race of the ratee.

* Bass and Turner (1973) found that raters placed more weight on

objective criteria when rating black employees than when rating

whites. Put another way, there was a greater subjective

component in the overall evaluation of majority employees than

minority ones. Greater reliance upon objective data for minority

group members' performance ratings would imply that such ratings

would potentially be less biased than would the ratings of

majority group members. However, if the subjectivity in majority

group members' ratings tended to be biased in the positive

direction, the end result could be lower ratings for minorities.

The impact of such differences could work to the disadvantage of

minority groups. At this point there is far too little data on

.' 2

,°............................h
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the differential use of critericn variabies to be -cnfident that

such effects are common. On the other hand, we aaree with Land-

and Farr (1981) that this issue deserves more research attention.

Judament Processes and Stimulus Saliency. At a more

abstract level, research on judgment processes may be relevant

to understanding differences in performance evaluations between

minority and majority group members. Judgment processes most

relevant to the above issue deal with the effects of stimuli that

for some reason appear more salient or are more easily noticed by

the rater. It is assumed that when a stimulus contrasts with

other stimuli in the environment, that stimulus is noticed more

by the rater. Given the limited presence of minorities in the

workforce, especially in positions of higher responsibility, the

race of a minority group member should be a salient characteristic.

Taylor and Fiske (1978) and others have found that when

certain individuals are novel stimuli (i.e. different from almost

everyone else in the work group) they become more salient, that

is, stand out more. In the case of a single minority group

member among a group of white males, the minority group member

--', should stand out. The interesting questions relate to what the

. effects of standing out on performance evaluations will be.

As was the case with several of the other issues we have

discussed thus far with respect to ratings, there is no reason to

believe that salience should necessarily lead to higher or lower

evaluations. Nevertheless, it is likely to have some affect on

-udaments. For example, the work of Tversky and Kahneman (1974)

showed that people develop short cuts to simplify Judgments. Cne

of these short-cuts was labeled availability. In this case, it

qa avalailty cse
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has been found the most available events in memory are seen as

the most important factors about a person. T.us, if race 4s a

very salient feature, it may be seen as an important

characteristic of the person and may be credited with far more

relevance with respect to performance judgment than it deserves.

Another interesting affect of salience has been labeled

"illusory correlations" (Chapman, 1967). Low probability events

occurrina in the environment are seen as occurring together much

more frequently than is actually the case. So, for example, if

employee theft is a relatively infrequent event and being black

is also an infrequent person characteristic then, according to

the illusory correlation effect, judges should tend to believe

that blacks are more likely to steal from their employer than

would be the actual occurrence of such behaviors.

Summary of Possible Bias Effects. After accepting the

existence of a mean difference in research on performance

evaluations between majority and minority group members, we have

explored the degree of support for the common belief that rater

biases are responsible for this difference. Although it would be

appealing to conclude that the observed differences in mean

performance level are more illusory than real (i.e. only exist

because of rating biases), at this point, the evidence does not

seem to support this conclusion. This is primarily due to the

limited nature of the present research data. There has been a

tendency to investigate whether or not performance ratina

differences exist between majority and minority members and then

stop at that point; much less research exists on Hx observed

differences exist. More research needs to be conducted to
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determine whether the sources of bias discussed above can account

for the observed differences in performance level between

mincrity and majority group members.

It seems most likely that the biases which do exist in

ratings are the result of complex judgment processes of person

perception rather than simple minority group stereotypes. More

subtle effects of group membership on attributions about the

causes of performance, the attention that obvious membership in a

particular minority group draws to the person, and beliefs about

the conditions under which the person was hired for the Job are

but a few of the factors that are likely to impact the way

raters gather, store, and recall performance related information

about minority group members. Yet, even from a judgment process

perspective, it is not clear at this time that such biases are

major contributors to differences between majority and minority

group members with respect to performance appraisals.

The Lost Orortunit; Effect

A second possible explanation for the observed performance

differences between minorities and majorities is what we will

call a "lost opportunities effect". Similar to the rating biases

explanation discussed above these lost oppcrtunity factors are

'generally beyond the control of the individual since they are

determined or caused by the environment (primarily other

individuals in the organization, such as the individual's

- supervisor). However, unlike rating biases, which directly

effect performance ratings, lost opportunities only affect

performance ratings indirectly via their gradual effect over time

r<-
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on actual performance level. As an example, individuals in she

"outaroup" !Dansereau, Graen and Haaa, 1975) often have fewer

opportunities than those in the "ingroup" for interesting,

challenging work where they could develop their skills. This may

eventually result in true performance differences between

majority and minority group members if minorities are more likely

to be in the outgroup in work groups composed primarily of white

males.

In aeneral, there are two potential lost opportunity factors

that may result in performance differences between majority and

minority group members. First, minorities in organizations may

be less likely to have a mentor, and, therefore, be less likely

to derive some of the benefits that mentorship provides. Second,

minority group members may be more likely to be in the "outgroup"

and to be "tokens" (Kanter, 1977). Some research evidence

suggests that such individuals (outgroup members and tokens) have

different work experiences than ingroup, nontoken people. Both

of these lost opportunity factors have implications for the

potential performance of minorities; they will be discussed in

greater detail.

Mentorin- and Sponsorship. A mentor is a teacher, advisor

or sponsor. It is a person, usually several years older and more

experienced than the person mentored or sponsored, who takes a

personal interest in that person's career and provides help and

guidance to that individual. However, the mentor-protege dyad is

a more intense and emotional relationship than any of these terms

suggest. Shapiro, Haseltine and Rowe (1978) liken the

relationship to that between a parent and child.

~ *.* **.*- .. * .- . :.
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Mentors perform a variety of functions that can enhance -he

performance and/or career of the protece (Levinson, 1978; Kanter,

1977). Mentors may facilitate skill and intellectual

development in the protecge by actin as a teacher. As sponsors,.%,

mentors can use their influence to ease their proteges' entry

and advancement in the organization. T'hey may be able to stand

up for the persons in question at meetings if there is

. • controversy or provide extra opportunities for the person. it is

also possible that by knowing their mentors, proteges may be able

to get inside information or by-pass the formal chain-of-command

to get work done more quickly. Mentors may also act as "guides" by

acquainting proteges with the organization, its values, customs,

resources and members. Functioning as role models, mentors may

provide the protege with achievements, behaviors and attitudes to

* . emulate. Finally, mentors may provide counsel and moral support

in times of stress.

Most evidence to date suggests that mentors can be extremely

important to an individual's success in an organization.

Research by Roche (1979) indicates that of the top company

executives surveyed in their sample, about two thirds of them had

had at least one mentor. While this does not prove that having a

mentor is necessary to reach the top in an organization, it does

suggest that they are important. Although the executives in Roche's

sample did not consider having a mentor to be the most important

contributor to their success, about 70% felt that the mentor had

a substantial impact on them and their career. This same study

:-
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also suaaested that executives who had had mentors earned

somewhat more money at a vounaer age and were more satisfied with

their work.

-- Kanter (1977) suggested that sponsorship may be even more

important to the success of women in organizations than men. SheI argued that support of people higher up in the organization is a

sign of what she called "reflected power"--an indication that the

individual (the protege) has the support of an influential person

and that the sponsor's resources were behind the individual. She

felt that women might be less likely than men to have the support

and respect of subordinates (and peers) that is needed to perform

effectively as a leader. She suggested that having a sponsor may

imply that the individual is, in fact, competent and worthy of

respect, cooperation and support and, thus, facilitate the

woman's performance. The same rationale seems reasonable for
minorities.

The first key question in determining the implications of

mentoring processes for minority performance differences lies in

how mentors choose their proteges. Shapiro et al. (1978)

suggested that the mentor-protege relationship cannot be

legislated because of its intense and emotional nature; i.e,

individuals cannot be assigned a protege. Little research,

however, has been done on how proteges are selected. Sponsors

may choose as proteges individuals who have performed well.

Social similiarity to the mentor may also be an important

variable (Kanter, 1977; Hall, 1966). Mentors may choose proteges

with whom they can identify and who are socially similar to them.

The sponsor often sees himself or herself at an earlier aae in

*= *J - .
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the protege and, hence, is psychologicall* drawn to zhe

individual (Kanter, 1977). Social class, aender and race are

thus, potentially important variables in proteae selection.

While sponsorship may be especially critical for minorities

to succeed in oraanizations, it may also be more difficult to

obtain, resulting in a double bind for minority group members.

if proteges are chosen because they are socially similar to the

sponsor, then the race of the potential protege is likely to be

important. Cultural, value and social differences between

minority and majority group members combined with the fact that

there are fewer potential mentors from minority groups in the

upper ranks of most organizations suggests that minorities may

be less likely to be chosen as proteges.

There are several ways in which not having a mentor can

affect the performance of minorities. Not having a mentor may

indirectly affect performance by making it harder to obtain

needed resources or the support and cooperation of peers and

subordinates. Furthermore it might decrease the individual's

long- term chances of success in the organization since there

would be fewer opportunities for development of the skills needed
to advance in the organization or because their good performance

might not be noticed or brought to the attention of those

responsible for promotions.

As noted above, one mechanism by which mentors impact a proteges'

performance is through skill development. One way in which the

mentor can aid in the learning process is by acting as a model of

effective behaviors for the protege. Bandura (1971) argued that

observational learning (modeling) is one of the major ways of

* I.
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learnina new behaviors. Several factors have been Sho.n to

enhance the degree of modeling that takes =lace. Amonsr these

is the dearee of similarity between the model and the observer.

One particularly prominant source of similarity is the

racial/ethnic group membership of the model, which suggests that

people may be more likely to model th. behaviors of people of the

same race as themselves. Since there are fewer minority

managers in most organizations, there may be fewer minorities to

serve as examples of effective behavior for aspiring young

minority managers. We are not suggesting that minorities will

not copy the behaviors of effective majority managers. Rather,

it is possible that minorities may be more willing (or more able)

to model managers of the same race since modeling those of a

different race may be more difficult, requiring them to learn not

only the new behaviors necessary to be a good manager but also

the mannerisms and attitudes of a different racial group. If

there were managers of the same race for them to model, they

would have the opportunity to see how a manager could be successful

while still maintaining many of the distinguishing characteristics

of their racial group.

This modeling problem is likely to be especially severe for

minority females since most of the models available to them will

probably be majority males. Here, difficulties due not only to

sex differences but also to race differences need to be overcome

before modeling can occur. These differences may be acute enough

that minority females may find themselves in the position of

having no role model (much less multiple role models, which

Shapiro et al., 1978 argued are needed to illustrate the ranae cf

e.
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different ways in which pecple can be effect"ve in a lcb). Thus,

another potential performance difficulty for minorities related t

the mentorina problem is finding aopro -ate examples of effective

behavior after which they are able to model their own behavior.

in conclusion, having a mentor is one opportunitv that

minorities may lose as a result of their membershio in a

particular racial group. This loss could, over time, lead to

Perfcrmance differences between groups. Keep in mind, however,

that in this situation we are talking about true differences in

performance, not just assumed differences resultinc from

manaaerial ratina biases.

inr.ouD/Outcrouo Membershin. The second category of lost

opportunity factors deals with work group composition. The first

factor within this category is borrowed from the vertical dyadic

linkage (VDL) model of leadership (Dansereau, Graen and Haaa,

1975; Graen, 1976). This model was derived in reaction to the

average leadership style theories of leadership which assume that

managers treat all of their subordinates similarly. In contrast,

Dansereau, Graen and their associates argued that the managers do

not behave the same toward all subordinates. Their model

suggests that, over time, managers/supervisors implicitly assign

subordinates to one of two groups, ingroup or outgroup, and

behave in different ways towards members of each group.

Inarcup relationships exhibit many of the characteristics of

job enrichment and participative decision-making. Specifically,

ingroup members are likely to receive more assistance from the

manager and are more likely to be given the interesting and

challenging work assignments than are outaroup members. Tncroup

.
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members are also more likely to have iniuts into manaaerial

decision-makin. T..e relationship between incrroup members and

the manager is generallv characterized by areater support,

sensitivicy and trust than occurs for outgroup exchanges.

Another difference between inaroup and outgrcup exchanges is in

the use of authority. Dansereau et a!. (1975) argued that

* managers are less likely to use authority to influence ingroup

members. Influence for ingroup members is more likely based upon

a mutual interpersonal exchanae--the leader gives extra resources

and assistance while the subordinate reciprocates with additional

effort and time. For outaroup members, on the other hand,

influence is based primarily on the employment contract and the

use of authority--the subordinate agrees to accept the leader's

legitimate authority in exchange for pay and other benefits.

T7hus, ingroup members as compared to those in the outgroup should

be better equipped to advance in the organization since they

should have had more opportunities to develop needed skills and

more chances to become visible to those who make promotions.

Other job outcomes are expected to be more favorable for

ingroup members. First, supervisory job performance ratings are

generally higher for ingroup members than for outgroup people

(Graen, 1976). This may occur because of either real or assumed

differences in performance between ingroup and outgroup members.

In the first case, real differences in performance may develop

over time as ingroup members develop their skills to a greater

degree through more practice. However, assumed differences in

performance may also occur due to managerial rating biases.

Secondly, self ratinas of job satisfaction are typically higher

_ . .. -. . . . . . .. .. ..,...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
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for inaroun members than for outaroup while turnover and

experienced job problems are lower for inaroup members. All :f

these things suaest more favorable work experiences for ingroup

members than for outgroup members.

As in the discussion of mentorina, the critical issue as

this relates to majority-minority performance differences is how

ingroup members are chosen. While research has not yet resolved

this issue, Dansereau et al. (1975) suggested that the degree of

compatibility between leader and member characteristics is

important. The more compatible (and similar) the leader and

subordinate are the more the leader is likely to be attracted to

the subordinate and the more likely the subordinate is to be in

the ingroup-. As noted earlier, race is a very prominant variable

determining similarity. Given this, and the assertion made

earlier that the majority of the managers are white, it follows

that, other things being equal, minorities may be less likely to

be chosen to be in the ingroup and, hence, may be less likely to

accrue the benefits of ingroup membership.

Over time, ingroup members, who initally had equal potential

to outgroup members, will probably come out ahead due to more and

better on the job opportunities. The Management Progress Study

at AT&T, by Bray, Campbell and Grant (1974) as well as research

by Berlew and Hall (1966) documented the importance of initial job

challenge for the later success of managers. To the extent that

minorities are more often in the outgroup and lose out on early

lob challenge opportunities, these same persons may perform more

poorly later on due to the nature of their earlier experience.

[°.
[ .
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A nother related way in which inaroup/outgroup membership may

result in performance differences between minority and majority

groups is through perceptions of equity. To the extent that
minorities are more likely to be in the outgroup and perceive

others (those in the ingroup) as getting more interesting or

chal1enainc work, more help from the supervisor etc., a feeling

of ineauitv mav result. Minority members may perceive majority

members who have equal inputs to themselves (in terms of

education, experience, ability, etc.) as receiving more positive

outcomes. According to equity theory, this would result in an

imbalance in the input/outcome ratio and the perception of inequity

(Adams, 1965; Pritchard, 1969). The theory suggests that when

individuals experience under reward inequity, they attempt to

restore equity by working less hard (decreasing their inputs).

Working less hard is likely to be a direct precursor of lower

performance and, consequently lower performance ratings.

In summary, because of individuals' minority group

S.' membership they may be less likely to be in the ingroup and, as a

* %." result have different work experiences. In the long run, such

experiences may place them at a disadvantage in relation to other

workers and lead to differences between minorities and majorities

in performance as well as to differences in advancement

* potential.

Tokenism. Tokenism, a related group composition factor

hwhich also leads to the lost opportunities effect, has been

discussed extensively by Kanter (1977). Kanter argued that the

work environment of a person is affected by the rarity or

scarcity of other individuals similar to that person. She noted
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that t are several types of work groups: (1) uniform

groups, with only one significant social type in the aroup; (2)

balanced groups, which have two major social types in

approximately equal proportions and; (3) skewed groups, in which

there is a large preponderance of one type compared to another

(she suagested a ratio of approximately 85:15 for the latter).

In the case of skewed groups, the person(s) in the smaller group

were called "tokens". While Kanter focused primarily on women as

tokens, her ideas should generalize to racial minorities.

Kanter's research on tokenism suagested that the relative

scarcity of an individual's social type is associated with three

perceptual tendencies each leading to a particular token dynamic.

First, tokens are highly visible and attract attention because

they are different from the majority and, hence, stand out in

the group. As a result of their relative scarcity in the

workgroup, tokens tend to be treated as representatives of the

category (i.e., symbols) rather than as individuals. This leads

to the first token dynamic--performance pressures. The token's

performance is examined more closely than the performance of non-

*' tokens and is then generalized to other members of their

category.

The second perceptual tendency is a contrast effect in which

majority group members tend to exaggerate the differences between

* tokens and themselves. Heightening of the dominant group's

boundaries and isolation of the token(s) are the token dynamics

. associated with the contrast effect. Boundary heightening occurs

*. as a way of preserving the shared culture and values of the

* dominant group. Isolation of the token may occur intentionally
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as majority group members consciously attempt to keep minorities

out of their group. However, token isolation may also be

unintentional. For example, smooth interaction among group

members requires a shared vocabulary and shared attitudes.

Tokens may not share these in common with the majority which may

make both feel uncomfortable and may make communication between

majority group members and tokens more difficult. "his serves to

heighten the differences between tokens and the majority.

Tokens may also be excluded (either intentionally or

unintentionally) from informal gatherings or meetings between

majority group members, resulting in tokens being left out of the

informal social network. This could be detrimental to tokens

because the informal network is an important source of informal

socialization and is often how "behind the scene" organization

politics are disclosed. The informal network is also an

important part of the promotion process (Steward and Gudykunst,

1982). However, some research suggests that women do not

differentiate between the formal and informal organization

structure (Reif, Newstrom and Monczka, 1975) and hence, tend to

rely on the formal organization system (Hennig and Jardin, 1977)

more than males. The same may be true of minority group members

who are also relatively new to managerial positions in

organizations. To the extent that minorities are left out of the

informal network or do not recognize its importance, they may

also be overlooked when advancement opportunities arise.

Assimilation is the final perceptual tendency and involves

the use of stereotypes and generalizations about a person's

social type. According to Kanter (1977), it is easier to
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stereotype and draw generalizations about tckens because there

are often not enouah of them in the work group or organization

to find ones who don't fit the stereotype. This perceptual

tendency is associated with a token dynamic called role

encapsulation. Kanter argues that because of stereotypical

assumptions about what tokens are like, tokens may be forced into

playing a limited number of roles. To the extent this occurs, it

would limit the number and type of positions in the organization

which are seen as appropriate for them and, therefore, limit

their opportunities for career development

The implications of token dynamics for minority-majority

performance differences, like the implications of mentoring

processes or ingroup/outgroup membership, are somewhat indirect.

While being left out of the informal network does not immediately

affect performance, it may, in the long run, make success more

difficult. Since much of the socialization into an organization

is done informally, tokens may not be socialized as well and,

thus, be at a disadvantage. Similarly, because they are not part

of the informal network, minority group members may not have

access to the information that moves through the organization

"off the record" which could help them do their job more

effectively. Finally, as noted above, they may not hear about

promotional opportunities or be considered for them because they L
are not as visible.

Overall, the lost opportunities effect may be cne

explanation for minority versus majority performance differences.
04

While these lost opportunities (i.e., the absence of mentors less

interesting or challenging work as a result of being in the
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outrroup, and beina left out of the informal social network) do

cnt directly affect performance ratings, they may, over time,

result in true performance differences between groups.

Unfortunately, however, as in the discussion of rating biases,

definite conclusions can not be drawn due to the paucity of

research in this area. However, our speculations, based on the

research evidence involving women, seem plausible. It should be

emphasized that these performance differences are not

hypothesized to stem from initial ability differences between

minorities and majorities. Rather, they could arise due to the

fact that minorities and majorities have different work

experiences and opportunities after members of each group have

been offered the opportunity to join the organization and accept

their appointment to it.

Self-limiting Behavior

The final explanation for possible performance differences

between minority and majority group members at work is the most

severe, in terms of the ease of removing the differences. This

explanation may best be described as self-limiting behavior on

the part of the minority group person, and is viewed here as the

long term effect of rating biases and lost opportunities. Self-

limiting behavior has two aspects: a motivational component and

an ability component. The former is primarily a self-concept

problem that may exist prior to entering the organization or may

develop from internalizing the rating biases, stereotypes and

attribution processes discussed earlier. This is most likely tc

be an unconscious effect because the individuals may not realize

.. 7
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the extent to which they have accepted the stereotypes about

their social type.

The ability component is the long term result of the lost

opportuity effect. Eventua'ly, the minority individuals who

have been placed in routine, average work assignments for long

periods of time will fall behind majority group age cohocts in

terms of knowledge and skill development. There becomes a point

-. where such differences once developed cannot be made up

by the particular individuals involved without great difficulty.

The end result of both the motivational and ability components

is the development of self-limiting behaviors. For whatever

reason, such individuals will no longer attempt challenging

opportunities if they are offered to them. They may be forced to

choose lower status iob and work assignments because of lower

qualifications, or they may voluntarily choose these assignments

due to an expectation of failure.

The motivational cause of self-limitina behavior is

discussed in some detail by Heilman (1983). Heilman proposed a

"lack of fit" model to explain such self-limiting behavior.

According to this model, an individual's performance expectations

result from an assessment of the degree of fit between perceived

self attributes and perceived job requirements. When there is a

poor fit, expectations of failure result which can lead to

negative self-evaluations and self-limiting behavior (i.e.,

limiting the range of career options and career advancement

activities). To the extent that minority group members attribute

to themselves the same neaative stereotypes that others do, they

are likely to see themselves as not possessing the qualities

• . ",.. .. .-. ..-.... . . ... .. % .*- . ° "-. . ..-. . " . '. -, . .. - % . -. • . ,-.-. .- "-.-%".-
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required to do more difficult and challengina work assianments.

As a result, they may voluntarily choose not to pursue such work

opportunities. Note that this contrasts with our earlier

discussion of the lost opportunities effect where we argued that

work opportunities were less likely to be given to minorities,

but where we assumed that such opportunities would be accepted if

they arose. Here we suaest that even if these opportunities

arise, the individual would not take advantaae of them because of

an expectation of failure. This is the key difference between

self-limitina behavior and the lost opportunity effect and

illustrates our assertion that, at this level, minority-majority

performance differences are most severe and deep-rooted. This

explanation can be considered an internalization of the ratina

biases and stereotypes discussed earlier because the longer

individuals are given low performance ratings, the more they may

internalize these negative self evaluations and come to believe

them. The end result is likely to be self-limiting behavior.

Obviously, however, these low self evaluations may be present

prior to entering the organization and merely be made worse or

confirmed by the low performance evaluations.

The ability component of self-limiting behavior can be seen

as the long term result of the lost opportunities effect. Unlike

the motivational component, in this case there is a true

performance difference that has developed from being denied the

opportunity to learn the skills necessary to advance in the

organization.
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Th.e problem we are talking about here is analogous to one

discussed in the field of education. Educators have lona been

concerned about deficiencies in the educational background of

minority children. Research (e.g., Coleman et al., 1966) has

consistently shown that minority children tend to achieve at a

lower level than majority children. Problems arise when children

fail to learn basic skills in the early school years because

they are then often unable to develop higher level skills later

on and, thus, continue to be behind. Similarly, when minority

workers in oraanizations do not learn basic work skills early in

their career, they may have a hard time later developing the more

_R, complex skills needed for higher level jobs. This would be

*'.-" especially true in sequential jobs (e.g. moving from junior to

senior bookkeeper) where skills learned in the first job are

necessary in order to perform the later job. However, this is

also likely to be a problem even when the skills learned in the

initial job are not directly practiced in subsequent jobs (e.g.

moving from being an accountant to being a manager of

accountants) since knowledge of those skills may be necessary in

for later jobs (e.g. while an accounting manager may not actually

practice accounting, they must have knowledge of it in order to

supervise other accountants). Furthermore, good performance in the

early job is generally what leads managers to single someone out

as having potential for higher level jobs. Thus, failure to

learn initial skills adequately may limit how far an individual

can advamce in an organization.

Self-limiting behavior may be seen as perpetuating

performance differences between minority and majority group
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members developed as a result of the lost ocportunities effect.

Nhen individuals refuse to try new or challenging tasks because

of an expectation of failure, they never learn whether they

could, in fact, do the task. This also eliminates the

opportunity to learn skills that may be valuable at a later time.

Furthermore, such self-limiting behavior may operate so as to

confirm and justify the stereotypes and biases of raters in

rating the performance. When a minority group member refuses a

challenging job opportunity, it may confirm a belief that members

of this group are lazy, afraid of taking risks etc., neither of

which characteristics are likely to lead the individual to be

seen as having managerial potential.

Conclusions and Implications for Minorities

in Hiah Technologv Industries

Summary and Caution

The primary assumption underlying the present paper is that

performance evaluations are central to issues of human resource

management both from the standpoint of the organization and from

that of the individuals who populate that organization. Such

evaluations influence important decisions about job placement,

training, promotions, transfers, and terminations. These

decisions are critical. for effective personnel utilization and

for effective career development of individuals.

From this assumption, it was araued that successful

utilization of minority group members in any organization

including, but not limited to, high technology industries

required understanding the nature of performance evaluations ror

.2*. °
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minoritv group members. The literature that was reviewed first

addressed the extent t which performance ratings for minority

aroup members differed from those of majority group members and

second, after ccncluding that there was some evidence for the

existence of a difference between aroups, various explanations

for this difference were explored. In the remainder of the paper

we shall explore what we see as the impact of these findings for

attempting to assure an active role of minorities in high

technology and other industries.

At this point we need to reiterate the speculative nature of

much that we have presented thus far. First, there is the issue

of the size of the difference between minority and majority group

[ *' members on performance appraisals as identified by Kraiger and

* Ford (1983). These differences were frequently found but the

size of the differences were modest. Second, much of the

literature used to explain the differences in performance was

borrowed from research on male-female differences rather than

majority-minority group differences and was then applied to the

issue at hand. While all of this seemed reasonable, caution

should be taken in accepting these deductions without further

data related directly to comparisons between groups differing on

race or ethnicity.

Courses of Action

We suggest that two courses of action may be taken to

attempt to deal with differences in performance evaluations

between minority and majority group members. Underlying bothK approaches is the assumption that high technolcay industries will

9:
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pursue active affirmative action programs. Such programs should

assure the flow of minoritv aroup members into high tec!oioy

industries assuming that the typical inducements for employment

used in this industry are competitive with other industries

recruiting in the same labor market.

Rater Effectiveness. To deal with problems in performance

evaluations that stem from the evaluators' ability to provide

accurate ratings that are reliable and valid there are really

only three ways to attack the problem. These are: develop

rating scales that are less subject to ratinr Problems, train

'* evaluators so that they can provide better ratings, and develop

policies and practices that increase the likelihood of accurate

evaluations. The first of these, the development of rating

scales, has received the most attention in the past. At this

point, however, it is unlikely that much more can be done with

rating scales themselves to increase their quality (ilgen &

Feldman, 1983; Landy & Farr, 1980). This conclusion stems from a

review of a large number of studies none of which were directly

focused on high technology industries. Nevertheless, there is no

reason to suspect that the conclusion would not be the same in

this new setting.

Rater training, on the other hand, has been found to be

effective for improving performance ratings (Latham & Wexley,

1980). Yet, with respect to minority ratings, we must consider

carefully the nature of the training that might be provided.

Recall that Kraiger and Ford (1983) found that, for raters who

had received rater trainina, the mean ratings for minority rcrop

were lower than for majority groups. R.ecently, those who have
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been trained to avoid tvical errors in rating have also been

found to be less accurate in their ratings (Bernardin & Pence,

1980; Borman, 1979). Given the nature of most rater trainina

programs, it is quite likely that the research reviewed by

Kraiaer and Ford (1983) usina rater traininc used training -tlhat

focused primarily on eliminating typical rating errors such as

halo or leniency and, hence, may have decreased rating accuracy.

If training is going to be useful for reducina biases in ratinas

for minority group members in high technology industries the

typical rating error oriented trainina proaram is not likely to

be useful.

Training focused upon rating accuracy rather than avoiding

typical errors in rating is more likely to be useful. Pulakos

(1983) compared two types of training--one aimed at teaching the

raters what to look for in others' behavior (accuracy) and the

other at typical rating errors--and compared the two on rater

accuracy. She found that training directed toward accuracy

improved raters' ability to make accurate ratings whereas that

directed toward typical rating errors did not.

Building upon the work on accuracy training, it should be

possible to introduce training that focuses specifically upon

problems of rating minorities-. For example, raters could be made

aware of the influence of beliefs about tokens, the effects of an

"atypical" stimulus person on judgments, and the types of

attribution errors that are likely to arise when minorities are

being rated. Awareness of and practice dealina with such

processes in a training program may be able to reduce the

effects of the processes when ratings are made on the lo.

. . . ., • • • ° • , - • * • *, • - °, °. • , "o . .. . , o . - ° . • • • • • , o • % ° .
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Finally, it may be possible to chanee the way in which

raters sample information that is later used in ratinas so that

rating biases can be reduced. We have argued that the rating

prccess is one of (1) gathering information about a ratee, (2)

storing that information in memory, and (3) retrieving that

information from memory. Policies and practices may be possible

to encourage more accurate gathering cf information prior to

storing it in memory. Thus far, most attention has been directed

at the recall phase in spite of the fact that the quality of the

recall can be no better than the data that is input into memory

to be recalled (Feldman, 1981; Ilgen & Feldman, 1983). Such

practices as using a diary to sample information such as

suggested by Bernardin and Walker (1977) would be useful at this

phase. Also assuming that raters will be using micro-processors

and assessing electronic calendars for their own planning

especially in high technology industries, sampling strategies

could be introduced for asking for brief observations of minority

group members' performance on several occasions. These could

then be reviewed for major performance evaluation reviews. More

controlled sampling of information may provide ways to reduce

errors in sampling that are likely to occur because of the

salience of minority group characteristics that make them stand

out in a group of persons differi.g from themselves on some

dimensions independent of performance.

Career Development. Much of our discussion of limitations

in performance level or performance opportunities for minority

group members addressed constructs that were eventually mapped into

the individual. We have suggested that conditicns in the

.....................................
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organization may be major causal factors in creating actual

differences among individuals. That is to say, the impact of

being in an easily identifiable subgroup, of having access to

fewer mentors and role models, et cetera, eventually affects

the beliefs, motivation, and skill levels of minority group

members themselves. As a result, either modifying just

the work environment without trainina the minority group members

or, conversely, changing only minority individuals without attempting

to alter the environmental conditions which initially created the

problem, is not likely to be effective. However, an emphasis on

changing the work environment, when combined with minority aroup

member training may be able to reverse or minimize the impact of

some of the conditions that have been discussed. In general,

we are suggesting that attempts to eliminate or avoid the

negative impacts on the performance of minorities who have joined

the organization can be grouped into changes in the task and

social environment at work and changes directed toward minority

individuals themselves. Both of the latter are concerned with thc

development of minority employees from the employees' perspective

and thus, fall under what is usually labeled career development.

There are several things that organizations themselves may

be able to do to deal with the performance problems of

minorities. An individual's initial experiences in the

organization are perhaps the most significant aspect of their

career (in terms of impacting on their later success in the

organization). Hence, an organization's newcomer socialization

practices would be a potential area for change. Two important

aspects of socialization are individuals' job performance and

1 .
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their interpersonal relationships within the organization. While

socialization to the job itself via training is a ccmmon practice

in most organizations, the development of interpersonal

relationships is usually not the target of any systematic efforts

and thus, is left up to the individual. Since models of

socialization (i.e., Feldman, 1976; Buchanan, 1974) consider this

to be a critical aspect of socialization, it is surprising that

-. more systematic efforts are not directed at this aspect of

.-- socialization. Getting to know co-workers is likely to be an

important source of difficulty for minority newcomers. Since the

minority persons will probably be one of only a few of their

social type in the workgroup, they may be isolated (or isolate

themselves) from the others in the workgroup. Keeping to

themselves and not "creating any waves" may seem (to them) to be

a good strategy for not having or causing problems, but is

unlikely to help them become integrated into the workgroup.

Systematic efforts at interpersonal socialization should be

made by organizations. Newcomers could be assigned another

-: co-worker who would answer their initial questions and introduce

them to the other co-workers. If several new people start at the

same time they could have a weekly meeting to compare experiences

and help each other. These people could then serve as a support

* group for one another. Encouraging "oldtimers" to introduce

newcomers to people outside the immediate wor-,,-oup may also

help. Systematic efforts of this kind could help all newcomers

,@ (especially minorities) become part of the workgroup and help

eliminate the problem noted earlier of minorities beina left out

of the informal social network.
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Secondly, the organization could develcp a "mentorina

program". Although it was suggested earlier that the mentcrina

INrelationship may be difficult to legislate there may be some room

for structuring it. :t miaht be possible to apnroximate such a

relationship by assigning individuals a mentor who may then

fulfill some of the important functions of a mentor. :n fact,

some organizations have attempted such a program bv assignina

individuals a mentor several levels above them in the

organization. These programs are reported to have been useful

from the proteges point of view. However, they were less

satisfactory for the mentor, since the mentor often did not get

any reward for their effort. For example, the psychological

satisfaction that often results from a natural (i.e., non-

legislated) mentor-protege relationship may be lower. To make

S.. such a Program successful, organizations may need to provide

incentives to the mentors so that they are willing to take on the

extra responsibility. Also, psychological testing may be helpful

in matching mentors and proteges to improve the possibility of

compatibility.

Dealing with the true performance deficits that develop as a

result of lost opportunities is likely to be more difficult.

However, from the organizations's point of view, there are

several things that may be done. Organizations could routinely

search for individuals who have been in the organization for a

while without advancing or who have plateaued at some level.

These individuals could be assessed and offered remedial trainina

to develop basic skills that they didn't learn earlier. Routine

periodic assessment of individuals who are not advancinr may hIe

P_°r"
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to identify problems before they become too severe. Organizations

could also offer career counseling to these individuals to help

them formulate specific career objectives given their current

skills or skills that could reasonably be developed with remedial
training. Such a strategy would result in better utilization of

both minority and majority members.

Turning to changes that focus on the person himself or

herself rather than on the creation of working conditions to

facilitate better career development, we would suggest that

minority group members should be advised to be proactive.

Specifically, they should seek out mentors and role models,

attempt to obtain challenging job assignments, and resist self-

limiting attributions for their own performance. None of these

is necessarily easy to accomplish. However, this does not imply

that the person who seeks out opportunities to develop mentoring

relationships with more senior employees would not be more

successful at attaining these than one who sits back and waits

for such relationships to develop. Similarly, although minority

role models are likely to be scarce, majority group members in

positions similar to the ones held by minority group members, on

most dimensions of role performance should serve as reasonable

role models. They may not be quite as good as a minority role

model, but they should be considerably better than no role model

at all. All of these four issues should receive special

attention in formal career development programs for minority

group members.

4o
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Conclusi-n

Several assumptions underlav our discussion of minority

group members in high tech industries. The first of these was

that today, nearly 20 years after the passage of the Civil Rights

Act, we know considerably more about providing minority grcup

members with access to a wide variety of jobs than we know about

providing these individuals, once they are in the organization,

with the same opportunities to advance and build a desirable

career for themselves. Therefore, in the next few years, the

most interesting and important aspects of human resource

management with respect to minority group members will be

concerned with the treatment of these individuals who are

currently employed by the organization and desirous of developing

their career within that organization. Our second assumption was

that evaluations of employee performance are major sources of

data that influence personnel management decisions which are

critical to the organization and to the individual employees

involved in the decisions. This assumption along with the

observed difference between minority and majority group members

on performance appraisal led to an exploration of the reasons

behind such differences. It was assumed that a better

understanding of group differences was the first step in being

able to reduce and eliminate these differences. Finally, we felt

there was no reason to believe that conditions in high technology

industries with respect to the issues we addressed would be any

different than they are in other performance-oriented

organizations. Therefore, our discussion rarely ref.erred

*0
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directly to high technology industry yet what was discussed

should be equally applicable in these industries as any cher

work setting.

Three sets of variables were identified as possible sources

of an observed difference in performance evaluations between

minority and majority group members in work settings. These

were: biases, lost opportunities, and self-limiting behavior.

Our initial intention was to attempt to understand why

differences in performance and/or performance evaluations may

have arisen, identify the sources of these differences, and then

recommend changes in policies, practices, and conditions that

would appear to help alleviate the differences.

Potential sources were identified, but many of them were

less amenable to change than we had hoped. Consider, for

example, the fact that being one of a small identifiable subgroup

may affect both reactions of majority group members who observe

the performance of the person or persons so identified and also

the person himself or herself. This condition is likely to be

one that cannot be avoided at least in the initial stages of

integrating minority group members into jobs. Even under the

most random of replacement conditions for people across jobs,

minority griup members would only be represented at a level equal

to the percent of that group in the population--a condition which

would still create a ratio of majority to minority group members

that is likely to lead to the perceptual and performance

differences that are caused by percent of representation.

Therefore, rather than being able to reach conclusions about

changes in working conditions that miaht lead to desired effects,
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we are often left with recommending training and other procedures

taraeted at changing people rather than jobs. Nhile these

recommendations coupled with continuation of Affirmative Action
plans similar to ones that are currently in practice in many

industries were recommended, it must be recognized that the

impact of such changes may be quite slow. Attempts to change

people's behavior through training oriented toward interpersonal

behaviors and perceptions have shown only limited success.

Nevertheless, by focusing more attention of both majority and

minority employees on the problems and issues cf the adjustment

and development of minority group employees in the organization,

more progress can be made than by ignoring what we feel is

becoming and will be the most important thrust of our efforts to

successfully open all jobs to minority group members in the next

few years.

4 -
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